Fee Structure: GATE - 2021
Admission open

It includes;









Classroom coaching of 722 hours (in 1.5 yrs) with Personal Doubt solving session after every lecture.
Full coverage of more than “26 Engineering subjects” along with “General Aptitude”.
Solving of 33+ GATE Papers with detailed explanation.
Complete set of Printed Study Material along with LMR (Last Moment Revision) Booklet having all Conclusions &
Formulas.
Tips & Tricks to score within Top - 100 Rank for sure.
Consistent Test Series (Chapterwise + Subjectwise + Full syllabus) throughout the course, to assure that the
mentor understands the area of weakness of the student, works on it & progressively puts him on the
improvement path. Allocation of Test series has been carefully designed in such a way that, the entire syllabus
gets revised multiple times and this is what builds up the memory retention automatically, which is must to
score in GATE.
Counselling & Interview preparation, Post - GATE results.

Fees can be paid as per any of the following plans that suits you:
Total Fees = Rs. 42,000
st

Plan - A

Four Installments

st

Rs. 3,000 (before 1 lecture) + Rs. 13,000 (within 30 days of 1 lecture) + Rs. 13,000
st
st
(within 60 days of 1 lecture) + Rs. 13,000 (within 90 days of 1 lecture)
If you delay, then a penalty of Rs. 100 per day will be charged

Total Fees = Rs. 40,000
Plan - B

Three Installments

st

st

Rs. 4,000 (before 1 lecture) + Rs. 18,000 (within 30 days of 1 lecture) + Rs. 18,000
st
(within 60 days of 1 lecture)
If you delay, then fees of Plan - A will be applicable

Total Fees = Rs. 39,000
Plan - C

Two Installments

st

st

Rs. 5,000 (before 1 lecture) + Rs. 34,000 (within 30 days of 1 lecture)
If you delay, then fees of Plan - B will be applicable

Plan - D

One time Payment

Total Fees = Rs. 38,000
st

Full fees be paid before attending the 1 lecture

Room 112, 1st floor, Pearl Centre, Next to Janta Cloth Market, Tulsi Pipe Road (Senapati Bapat Marg), Dadar (w).
Once out of Rly. Stn, take immediate right. It’s at 5 mins of walking distance from Rly. Stn
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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